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Flow Structures in a U-Shaped
Fuel Cell Flow Channel:
Quantitative Visualization Using
Particle Image Velocimetry
Flow through an experimental model of a U-shaped fuel cell channel is used to in
gate the fluid dynamic phenomena that occur within serpentine reactant transport
nels of fuel cells. Achieving effective mixing within these channels can significan
prove the performance of the fuel cell and proper understanding and characteriza
the underlying fluid dynamics is required. Classes of vortex formation within a U-s
channel of square cross section are characterized using high-image-density parti
age velocimetry. A range of Reynolds numbers, 109øReø872, corresponding to flo
rates encountered in a fuel cell operating at low to medium current densities is in
gated. The flow fields corresponding to two perpendicular cross sections of the c
are characterized in terms of the instantaneous and time-averaged representation
velocity, streamline topology, and vorticity contours. The critical Reynolds numbe
essary for the onset of instability is determined, and the two perpendicular flow p
are compared in terms of absolute and averaged velocity values as well as Re
stress correlations. Generally, the flow undergoes a transition to a different regime
two recirculation zones, which originally develop in the U-bend region, merge int
separation region. This transition corresponds to generation of additional vortices
secondary flow plane.fDOI: 10.1115/1.1843121g
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1 Introduction
In a proton exchange membranesPEMd fuel cell sFCd, the

membrane electrode assembly, where the electrochemical re
and transport processes take place, is typically sandwiche
tween two bipolar plates, which serve tosad collect the electri
current, andsbd supply the reactants through the embedded
channels. The operation of a PEMFC depends critically on
effective distribution of air and hydrogen in these flow chann
and on the maintenance of both operating temperature and o
humidified conditions in the membrane. The distribution of re
tant gases is particularly critical on the cathodesoxygend side,
which is prone to mass transport limitations. The cathode is
ally fed with air at relatively low pressures1–3 atmd. As the elec
trochemical reaction proceeds, the concentration of oxygen i
airflow channels gradually drops. Because of imperfect mix
the concentration drop is largest in the vicinity of the electro
At high current densities, the rate at which oxygen is supp
from the cathode side to the reaction sitescatalyst layerd become
insufficient and the cell is “starved.” This so-called concentra
polarization results in a significant drop in the voltage produ
by the cell, thus limiting the power output. Effective mixing in
reactant gas flow channels is therefore highly desirable.

The most common channel design on a bipolar plate is a
pentine design, as shown in Fig. 1. Characterization of the
dynamics in the serpentine gas flow channels is essential t
derstanding and improving mixing. So far, the highly reactive
vironment of a fuel cell has been a major challenge to detaile
situ measurements during operation, and though signifi
progress has been made in computational modeling, the com
ity of the phenomena has required a number of simplifying
sumptions, and in particular the flow in these models is assu
steady and laminarf1,2g.
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Flow in curved pipes and serpentine flow channels are en
tered in a number of other engineering systems, particular
chemical processing and heat exchangers, and such flows
been the subject of numerous experimental and numerical st
The analytic foundations for secondary flows in curved pipes
laid by Deanf3g who established that the onset of secondary
tices in curved pipes is characterized by the ratio of the Rey
number to the square of the product of the inertia and centri
forces. The nondimensionalized parameter, the Dean numb
Dn=Re/sRcd1/2. The Reynolds number is Re=Ua/v, where U
is the average velocity,a is the hydraulic diameter,v is the

w

Fig. 1 Schematic of a serpentine gas flow channel
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kinematic viscosity, Rc=R/a is the curvature ratio, andR is the
radius of curvature.

The secondarysDeand flow in a curved pipe occurs along t
centerline of the tube cross section, from the inner radius tow
the outer, before recirculating back along the pipe walls an
attributed to the effect of the centrifugal pressure gradient in
main flow acting on the relatively low momentum fluid in the w
boundary layer. Although Hawthornef4g showed that the secon
ary flow could occur in a perfectly inviscid flow as a result o
nonuniform distribution of velocity at the entrance, most w
focused on the centrifugal effects. Some of the notable exper
tal investigations into curved pipe flow include those of Agra
et al.f5g and Olson and Snyderf6g, while Lin and Tarbellf7g also

Fig. 2 Schematic of the experimental setup

Fig. 3 Schematic of PIV setup for ima

cross-flow „b… planes
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conducted a numerical study. One of the most comprehensi
views of the numerical and experimental work performed
flows in curved pipes is provided by Berger and Talbotf8g.

While pipe flow was the original focus of research of cur
channel flows, square and rectangular channels have also re
significant attention. Flow in square ducts differs from pipe fl
by the onset of additional vortex structures. Since the most
mon application of curved square and rectangular ducts is in
exchangers, particularly in turbines, the majority of the inves
tions involved turbulent flow, and in many cases rotation. Stu
of laminar secondary motion in nonrotating curved channel
clude the experimental and numerical studies of Humphrey
f9g and Bara et al.f10g. In a continuation of the work perform
by Bara et al.,f10g Mees et al.f11g observed the onset of a six-c
secondary flow pattern above a Dean number of 350. An
tional pair of vortices also appeared along the outer radius
Gauthier et al.f12g did not investigate the secondary flow;
performed a visualization study of the bulk streamwise flow
observed the onset of instability at Re=340. The review by Be

acquisition in streamwise „a… and

Fig. 4 Estimation of the radius of curvature of the channel
ge
FEBRUARY 2005, Vol. 2 / 71
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and Talbot f8g also contains significant resources on flows
curved channels of square and rectangular cross-sections.

In fuel cells, the bipolar plate contains serpentine channels
usually more closely resemble a squared U-bend than a c
channel. In a U-bend channel with a 180 deg sharp turn, the

Fig. 5 Instantaneous flow field at Re=10
planes. Clockwise from top left: velocity
locity magnitude, and out-of-plane vortici
is also affected by impingement, recirculation, and flow separ

72 / Vol. 2, FEBRUARY 2005
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tion. The majority of previous studies related to sharp U-b
are primarily concerned with heat transfer phenomena.
though the literature is dominated by turbulent flow in rota
channels, studies on laminar flow in nonrotating channels
also available. The numerical study by Chintada et al.f13g con-

n streamwise „a… and cross-flow „b…
tor field, velocity streamlines, ve-
ontours.
9 i
vec
ty c
a-tains an overview of the flow and heat transfer characteristics,
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but does not present any detailed analysis of the secondary
Mochizuki et al.f14g presented a very clear visualization of
flow during and after a sharp turn at Re=500. Lastly Choi e
f15g provided a discussion of the onset of instability in lam

Fig. 6 Instantaneous flow field at Re=38
planes. Clockwise from top left: velocity
locity magnitude, and out-of-plane vortici
flow.

Journal of Fuel Cell Science and Technology
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In the present study, the experimental technique of particle
aging velocimetrysPIVd is used to provide a detailed descript
of the flow in a serpentine flow channel. A 180 deg sharp tu
utilized to simulate the first two passes of a serpentine cha

n streamwise „a… and cross-flow „b…
tor field, velocity streamlines, ve-
ontours.
2 i
vec
ty c
The flow is characterized in terms of the instantaneous and time-
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averaged representations of the velocity, streamline topology
vorticity contours. These characteristics are used to examin
secondary flow at the midpoint of the turn as well as the ons
instability in laminar flow at increasing Reynolds numbers.

2 Experimental System And Techniques

2.1 Overview of Experimental System. The main compo
nents of the experimental setup are shown in Fig. 2. The
system consisted of a reservoir with a pump, a supply system
a bleed, and a flow channel. Recirculation of the water elimin
the need to constantly resupply the system with seeding par
The flow channel was made of Plexiglas and had a 12.7
square cross section, with a gap of 12.7 mm between the inle
outlet sections. The distance between the start of the square
channel and the beginning of the U-bend was 279.4 mm. The
system was deployed to acquire data from two major plan
flow. Streamwise and cross-flow planes of image acquisition
shown in Fig. 3.

2.2 Experimental Procedure. Typically, fuel cell curren
densities do not exceed 1.5 A/cm2. Above this threshold, which
well past the maximum power density, mass transport const

Fig. 7 Streamwise plane: Instantaneous flow fie
vector field, out-of-plane vorticity contours, veloci
cause the voltage to drop sharply. This range of fuel cell curre

74 / Vol. 2, FEBRUARY 2005
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densities corresponds to a range of Re of 0–2077, as determi
the Institute for Integrated Energy Systems Fuel Cell Lab by
ing a fuel cell with an active area of 30 cm2 and a channel widt
of 0.8 mm. The current study focuses on the range of Re from
872. Data were collected at flow rates ranging from 5 to 40 lp
5 lph increments, with an estimated uncertainty of the flow m
of ±1 lph. One hundred pairs of images were acquired at
flow rate, with the time between pairs of images ranging from
ms to 3 s. A cross-correlation algorithm was utilized with an in
interrogation region size of 64364 pixels and a 50% overlap b
tween the adjacent regions in bothx andy directions. Subseque
reduction of the interrogation region size during processing
sulted in a final resolution of 0.61230.612 mm in the streamwi
plane and 0.20930.209 mm in the cross-flow plane. Vector po
processing was then used to remove spurious vectors with
flow field.

To further investigate the observed transition in the flow pa
selaborated upon in the resultsd, an additional data set was c
lected at 17.5 lph. The data presented herein were collec
flow rates of 5, 17.5, and 40 lph, which correspond to Reyn
numbers of 109, 381, and 872, respectively.

For the purposes of calculating the Dean number, an estim

at Re=872. From top to bottom: velocity
treamlines, and velocity magnitude.
lds
ty s
ntof the channel curvature was performed as illustrated in Fig. 4.
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With a curvature ratio of 1.1, the Dean numbers correspondi
the three experimental Reynolds numbers are 104, 363, and
Due to the flow rate uncertainty, the uncertainty in the Reyn
and Dean numbers range from 2.5% at the highest flow ra
20% at the low flow rate.

3 Overview of Flow Patterns: Effect of Flow Rate

3.1 Instantaneous Flow Patterns. Various representations
the instantaneous flow field in the U-bend are shown in Figs.
The images show distributions of instantaneous flow velocity,
of-plane vorticity, streamline patterns, and velocity magnit
The shaded gray regions represent locations where no d

Fig. 8 Cross-flow plane: Instantaneous flow fiel
vector field, out-of-plane vorticity contours, veloci
available due to optical inaccessibility.
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3.1.1 Re=109. Figure 5 shows instantaneous flow pattern
Re=109. The top four plots correspond to the streamwise pla
data acquisition, which is shown schematically in Fig. 3sad. The
flow enters the U-bend from right to left through the lower sec
of the channel and exits from right to left through the upper
tion. Little or no fluctuation is detectable in this low-flow-r
regime. The instantaneous images are essentially identical
time-averaged flow representationssnot presented hered, indicat-
ing steady flow conditions. Near the top of the U-bend, a
velocity zone is present in the flow field close to the middle o
channel. It is most prominent in the absolute velocity contour
This low-velocity zone is a characteristic feature of the flow in

at Re=872. From top to bottom: velocity
treamlines, and velocity magnitude.
ds
low Reynolds number regime. The absolute velocity contours also
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Fig. 9 Ratio of the maximum secondary velocity to the maximum primary ve-
locity and ratio of the maximum secondary out-of-plane vorticity to the maximum
primary out-of-plane vorticity as functions of Reynolds number
Fig. 10 Patterns of root-mean-square velocity fluctuations in the streamwise plane

76 / Vol. 2, FEBRUARY 2005 Transactions of the ASME
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show continued stability of the flow after the bend. The high
ticity regions associated with the formation of separated s
layers from the sharp convex corners of the U-bend are e
detectable in the vorticity contour plot. It should be noted tha
the low-flow-rate regime the shear layer that forms at the
streamsbottomd inner corner of the U-bend reattaches to the
tical portion of the inner wallsbefore the second inner cornerd. An
additional region of high vorticity is associated with the ear
mentioned low-velocity zone in the middle of the channel.

The bottom four plots correspond to the cross-flow plan
data acquisition, which is represented in Fig. 3sbd. The primary
flow through the channel is directed towards the reader. Th

Fig. 11 Patterns of root-mean-square v
plane
pected secondary flow pattern with two symmetric circulatio
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zonessDean vorticesd is clearly exhibited in the velocity vect
plot. The vorticity contour plot also shows the onset of the f
vortex structure observed in previous studies of the Dean pro
in a square channelf10,11g. The optically inaccessible area ma
it impossible to determine if a six-vortex structure is present.
streamline plot and the velocity contour plot provide additio
description of the circulation zone structure.

3.1.2 Re=381. Figure 6 corresponds to the Reynolds num
of 381, just prior to the transition to the high-flow-rate regi
The characteristic flow structures that were detected at Re
are still present at Re=381. In the streamwise plane, the

city fluctuations in the cross-flow
elo
nvelocity zone in the middle of the channel is more pronounced. In
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addition, the reattachment point for the shear layer that is fo
at the upstreamsbottomd inner corner moves higher along t
vertical section of the inner wall, and is now located just prio
the second inner corner. The streamline and vorticity patter
the portion of the channel just downstream of the U-bend re
the presence of small-scale flow structures, which serve as
cators of the onset of instability.

The secondary flow patterns in the cross-stream plane, r
sented by the bottom four plots of Fig. 6, exhibit the same s
metric secondary recirculation zones seen in the lower Rey
number case. At Re=381, the vorticity contours shows more
cular Dean vortices and a more elongated secondary vortex o
top. The Dean vortices have significantly higher values of c
lation, as indicated by the higher values of the out-of-plane
ticity. The streamline and absolute velocity contour plots re
additional small-scale circulation zones that are induced by
stronger Dean vortex pair, and which are not present at the
Reynolds number case. These features indicate the ons
instability.

3.1.3 Re=872. A transition in the flow regime was observ
between the values of Reynolds number of 381 and 436. Fig

Fig. 12 Patterns of Reynolds stress
shows, from top to bottom, plots of velocity distribution, vorticity

78 / Vol. 2, FEBRUARY 2005
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contours, streamline patterns, and absolute values of veloc
the streamwise plane at a higher Reynolds number of 872
three columns in Fig. 7 correspond to three representative
instants at this high-flow-rate regime. The flow patterns still
hibit the global features of the low-flow-rate mode, but the flo
now unsteady. The unsteadiness is manifested primarily i
large-scale flow structures, with shrinking and expansion o
low-velocity zone in the middle of the channel at the second
of the U-bend and the appearance of secondary vortices in
by the recirculating flow in the outer corners of the U-bend. M
over, the separated shear layer from the firstsupstreamd inner
corner exhibits an unsteady vortex shedding pattern. The
remains separated from the inner wall past the second corn
the U-bend. The flow remains unsteady for several channel d
eters downstream of the U-bend as indicated by the presen
small-scale vortical structures. These small-scale vortices ar
resented in the streamline plots of Fig. 7 by the wave-like pat
along the inner wall of the channel. Analysis of these pattern
provide quantitative information about the frequency of the
served flow instability and its dependence on the flow rate
channel geometry.

relation in the streamwise plane
cor
Figure 8 shows the secondaryscross-flowd flow patterns corre-
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sponding to the three time instants represented in Fig. 7.
large-scale Dean vortex pair still remains a dominant featu
the secondary flow. However, the shape and circulation valu
the Dean vortices fluctuate with time reflecting the unsteady
ture of the flow. The distinguishing feature of the secondary
at this high-flow-rate regime is the presence of the smaller-
vortices that are induced by the stronger fluctuating Dean v
pair. These vortices do not follow the symmetrical flow pat
observed at the low-flow-rate regime. Instead, they appear
mittently throughout the flow field and exhibit a range of sc
and circulation values due to mutual induction as well as th
teraction with the Dean vortices and the channel walls.

The transition between the low- and high-flow-rate regime
also observed in the ratio of the maximum primary and secon

Fig. 13 Patterns of Reynolds stress
velocity and vorticity, which correspond to the streamwise an
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cross-flow planes, respectively. The variation of the maxim
velocity and vorticity ratios with the Reynolds number is show
Fig. 9. For both velocity and vorticity, the ratio increases w
increasing Reynolds number prior to the transition, while dec
ing following the transition. This trend indicates that prior to
transition, the circulation of thessecondaryd Dean vortices in
creases until the maximum velocity and vorticity reaches the
ues observed in the streamwise plane just prior to the trans
Following the transition to the unsteady high-flow-rate mode
secondary flow circulation and momentum are distributed ov
progressively wider range of the smaller-scale vortices, whic
observed in the cross-flow plane. This distribution of energy
sults in the observed decrease in the maximum secondary ve
and vorticity relative to the corresponding parameters in the

relation in the cross-flow plane
cor
dmary flow plane.
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3.2 Averaged Flow Patterns. The averaged fluctuation am
plitude of the separated flow in the U-bend is represented by
terns of root-mean-square velocity fluctuationsuVIurms. Figure 10
shows distribution ofuVIurms in the streamwise plane for six diffe
ent values of Reynolds number. For the lower flow ratessRe
,381d, the flow is essentially steady, and no significant velo
fluctuations were detected. As the Reynolds number increase
fluctuations become more pronounced, and theuVIurms magnitude
increase. The highest values are associated with the recircu
zones at the outer corners of the U-bend and with the sepa
flow region originating from the firstsdownstreamd inner corner
At the higher flow ratessRe=763 and Re=872d, flow oscillations
in the channel downstream of the U-bend can be observed. I
region, the local peak of theuVIurms values corresponds to the
attachment of the flow to the inner wall.

Patterns of root-mean-square velocity fluctuations in the c
flow plane are shown in Fig. 11. Similarly to the streamw
plane, the amplitude of the oscillations increases with increa
flow rate. This is manifested by the increase in the peak valu
uVIurms. The highest magnitudes correspond to the counter-rot
Dean vortices. Although these vortices remain the dominant
ture of the secondary flow patterns, their location and shape
tuate as the Reynolds number increases. Moreover, the sm
scale secondary vortices that appear intermittently at higher
rates contribute to the increase of theuVIurms levels in the cross
flow plane.

The level of turbulent activity and mixing is often characteri
by the Reynolds stress correlationku8v8l, whereu8 andv8 are the
fluctuating velocity components in thex and y directions. The
Reynolds stress patterns are presented in Fig. 12, and sho
same general trend with respect to increasing Reynolds num
the patterns of root-mean-square velocity fluctuationsuVIurms sFig.
10d. The dominant flow structures that contribute to the lar
values ofku8v8l are the recirculation cells in the outer corners
the U-bend and the separated flow zone originating from the
sdownstreamd inner corner. In addition, at Re=763 and Re=8
elevated levels ofku8v8l in the channel downstream of the U-be
indicate the increase in the background turbulence levels in
region.

Figure 13 shows patterns of Reynolds stress correlationku8w8l
in the cross-flow plane. Each of the counter-rotating Dean vor
corresponds to two adjacent regions of elevatedku8w8l of the
opposite sign. In fact, the magnitudes ofku8w8l associated wit
the intermittent smaller-scale vortices that are present at h
Reynolds numbers are small in comparison with the organ
ku8w8l corresponding to the Dean vortices. This finding ag
emphasizes the dominant role of the natural instability of the D
vortex structure over the background turbulence in the cross
plane.

4 Concluding Remarks
Through the application of PIV, a detailed understanding o

flow characteristics in a U-shaped flow channel was acquired
180 deg sharp turn, utilized to simulate the first two passes
serpentine fuel cell flow channel, provided information on
onset of instability in laminar flow at increasing Reynolds n
bers as well as the secondary flow at the midpoint of the turn
flow information was characterized in terms of the instantan
and time-averaged representations of the velocity, streamlin
pology, and vorticity contours.
80 / Vol. 2, FEBRUARY 2005
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At Reø381, the flow in the bend was time independent
was stable downstream from the bend. The time independe
ture of the flow in the bend was seen in both the streamwise
cross-flow planes. At Reù436, however, the flow in the bend w
clearly time dependent in both the streamwise and cross
planes and was unstable downstream from the bend.

The secondary flow at the midpoint of the turn appeare
contain four major vortices. Due to optical inaccessibility in
channel, it was not possible to confirm the existence of six v
ces observed by Meesf11g in a channel with a 180 deg sharp tu

The focus of this study has been the characterization of the
structure, secondary motion, and transition to unsteadiness.
fluid dynamic features are expected to have a significant im
on mass transfer. The ratio of secondary to primary motion
found to decrease after the transition. This suggests that enh
mixing in the cathodesaird flow channel of a fuel cell could b
achieved by designing a serpentine channel such that tran
occurs around the Reynolds number corresponding to “de
point operation. Further investigation of mixing and possible m
transfer enhancement, including direct concentration mea
ments in electrochemically active fuel cells, will be the subjec
future work.
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